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Abstract
A backdoor set of a CSP instance is a set of variables whose instantiation moves the instance into
a fixed class of tractable instances (an island of tractability). An interesting algorithmic task is
to find a small backdoor set efficiently: once it is found we can solve the instance by solving a
number of tractable instances. Parameterized complexity provides an adequate framework for
studying and solving this algorithmic task, where the size of the backdoor set provides a natural
parameter. In this survey we present some recent parameterized complexity results on CSP
backdoor sets, focusing on backdoor sets into islands of tractability that are defined in terms of
constraint languages.
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Introduction

The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a central and generic computational problem
which provides a common framework for many theoretical and practical applications [32].
An instance of CSP consists of a collection of variables that must be assigned values subject
to constraints, where each constraint is given in terms of a relation whose tuples specify the
allowed combinations of values for specified variables. The problem was originally formulated
by Montanari [47], and has been found equivalent to the homomorphism problem for relational
structures [19] and the problem of evaluating conjunctive queries on databases [37]. In general,
CSP is NP-complete. A central line of research is concerned with the identification of classes
of instances for which CSP can be solved in polynomial time. Such classes are often called
“islands of tractability” [37, 38].
A prominent way of defining islands of tractability for CSP is to restrict the relations that
may occur in the constraints to a fixed set Γ, called a constraint language. A finite constraint
language is tractable if CSP restricted to instances using only relations from Γ, denoted
∗
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CSP(Γ), can be solved in polynomial time. Schaefer’s famous Dichotomy Theorem [52]
identifies all islands of tractability in terms of tractable constraint languages over the twoelement domain. Since then, many extensions and generalizations of this result have been
obtained [11, 34, 39, 53]. The Dichotomy Conjecture of Feder and Vardi [18] states that for
every finite constraint language Γ, CSP(Γ) is either NP-complete or solvable in polynomial
time. Schaefer’s Dichotomy Theorem shows that the conjecture holds for two-element
domains; more recently, Bulatov [4] showed the conjecture to be true for three-element
domains.
If a CSP instance does not belong to a known island of tractability, none of the above
tractability results apply. What if an instance does not belong to an island, but is “close” to
an island in a certain way? Can we exploit this closeness algorithmically and possibly scale
the island’s tractability to the considered instance? In order to answer this question one
needs to provide a definition for the distance of a CSP instance from an island of tractability
(or, more generally, from a class H of CSP instances). The notion of (strong or weak)
backdoor sets, introduced by Williams et al. [55], provides natural distance measures. A
strong backdoor set of a CSP instance I into a class H of CSP instances is a set B of variables
of I such that for all instantiations of the variables in B, the reduced instance belongs to H
(we provide a more formal definition in Section 2.5). The set B is a weak backdoor set if for
at least one instantiation the reduced instance is satisfiable and belongs to H.
Once we know a strong backdoor set of size k into an island of tractability H for a
CSP instance I over a finite domain of size d, we can solve I by solving at most dk many
tractable instances that arise by all the possible instantiations of the backdoor set (I is
satisfiable if and only if at least one of the reduced instances is). Similarly, if we know a
weak backdoor set of size k, we can actually find a satisfying assignment again by solving all
reduced instances that arise from instantiating the backdoor set and belong to H. The size
of a smallest backdoor set provides a notion of distance of the instance from H.
Overall, if we can solve an instance I of a class H in polynomial time, say in time p(|I|),
then we can solve an instance for which we know a strong backdoor set of size k into H
in time dk p(|I|). This is an exponential running time with the special feature that it is
exponential not in the instance size |I|, but in the domain size and backdoor set size only.
Problems that admit solution of this type are called fixed-parameter tractable [13]. In fact,
fixed-parameter tractability provides a desirable way of scaling with the parameter (in this
case, the backdoor set size), much preferred over a scaling of the form |I|k , where the order
of the polynomial depends on k.
The backdoor set approach for CSP consistes of two parts, first finding a possibly small
backdoor set and second using the backdoor set to solve the CSP instance.
This brings up the question: under which circumstances one can efficiently detect a weak
or strong backdoor set of size at most k, if one exists? Stated more specifically: under which
circumstances is the problem of detecting a weak or strong backdoor set fixed-parameter
tractable when parameterized by the size of a smallest backdoor set?
The systematic study of the parameterized complexity of this backdoor set detection
problem in the context of propositional satisfiability (SAT) was initiated by Nishimura et
al. [48], and has since then received a lot of attention (see the survey paper [29]). Over the
last few years, this research has been extended to the area of CSP and the present article
provides a survey for some of the results in this direction. Namely we will focus on strong
backdoor sets into classes of CSP instances defined via restrictions on the allowed constraint
languages.
This survey is structured as follows: In Section 2 we provide the preliminaries about
CSP, parameterized complexity, and the backdoor set approach. We also show the first
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very general results about the application of the backdoor sets approach to CSP that will
provide the skeleton for the results in the remaining sections. Sections 3–6 cover the main
results of this survey, i.e., they cover the application of strong backdoor sets to CSP using
more and more general and evolved base classes defined via restrictions on the constraint
language. Starting with base classes defined via a single constraint language in Section 3
the exposition goes on to cover bases classes defined via finite and infinite sets of constraint
languages in Sections 4 and 5. The results presented in Sections 3 and 4 are based on [28]
and the results from Section 5 are based on [26]. Section 5.1 then gives an overview how the
results in Section 5 can be applied for Valued CSP and are based on [25]. Section 6 is based
on recent work [27] and outlines how even large backdoor sets can be exploited, as long as
the backdoor set induces a graph with a sufficiently simple structure. Section 7 is devoted to
a brief exposition of related work. We conclude in Section 8.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Constraint Satisfaction

Let V be an infinite set of variables and D a finite set of values. A constraint of arity ρ over
D is a pair (S, R) where S = (x1 , . . . , xρ ) is a sequence of variables from V and R ⊆ Dρ is a
ρ-ary relation. The set var(C) = {x1 , . . . , xρ } is called the scope of C. A value assignment
(or assignment, for short) α : X → D is a mapping defined on a set X ⊆ V of variables.
An assignment α : X → D satisfies a constraint C = ((x1 , . . . , xρ ), R) if var(C) ⊆ X and
S
(α(x1 ), . . . , α(xρ )) ∈ R. For a set of constraints I we write var(I) = C∈I var(C) and
rel(I) = { R : (S, R) ∈ C, C ∈ I }.
A finite set I of constraints is satisfiable if there exists an assignment that satisfies all the
constraints in I. The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP, for short) asks, given a finite
set I of constraints, whether I is satisfiable. Therefore we refer to a finite set of constraints
also as a CSP instance.
Let α : X → D be an assignment. For a ρ-ary constraint C = (S, R) with S = (x1 , . . . , xρ )
we denote by C|α the constraint (S 0 , R0 ) obtained from C as follows. R0 is obtained from
R by (i) deleting all tuples (d1 , . . . , dρ ) from R for which there is some 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ such that
xi ∈ X and α(xi ) 6= di , and (ii) removing from all remaining tuples all coordinates di with
xi ∈ X. S 0 is obtained from S by deleting all variables xi with xi ∈ X. For a set I of
constraints we define I|α as { C|α : C ∈ I }.
A constraint language (or language, for short) Γ over a finite domain D is a set Γ of
relations (of possibly various arities) over D. By CSP(Γ) we denote CSP restricted to
instances I with rel(I) ⊆ Γ. A constraint language Γ is globally tractable if there is a
polynomial-time algorithm solving any CSP instance I ∈ CSP(Γ) in polynomial time. A
constraint language Γ is efficiently recognizable if there is an algorithm, which, for any CSP
instance I, determines whether rel(I) ⊆ Γ in time polynomial in |I|. Clearly, every finite
constraint language is efficiently recognizable.

2.2

Polymorphisms

Here we introduce the concept of polymorphism, one of the most common ways to define
infinite (tractable) constraint languages. Let D be a finite set of values, ρ and n be natural
numbers, let R ⊆ Dρ , and let t ∈ R. We denote by t[i] the i-th coordinate of t, where
i is a natural number with 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ. A n-ary operation over D is a function from Dn
to D. We say R is closed under some n-ary operation ϕ over D if R contains the tuple
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hϕ(t1 [1], . . . , tn [1]), . . . , ϕ(t1 [ρ], . . . , tn [ρ])i for every sequence t1 , . . . , tn (of not necessarily
distinct) tuples in R.
For a sequence t1 , . . . , tn of tuples of a relation R we will often write ϕ[t1 , . . . , tn ] to
denote the tuple hϕ(t1 [1], . . . , tn [1]), . . . , ϕ(t1 [ρ], . . . , tn [ρ])i. The operation ϕ is also said to
be a polymorphism of R.
Let ϕ be an n-ary operation over D. We denote by Γ(ϕ) the constraint language over D
consisting of all relations that are closed under ϕ and we write CSP(ϕ) as an abbreviation
for CSP(Γ(ϕ)). We say that the operation ϕ is tractable if Γ(ϕ) is globally tractable. We
extend the notion of closedness under the polymorphism ϕ from relations to constraints and
entire CSP instances in the natural way, i.e., we say that a constraint C = (S, R) of a CSP
instance I is closed under the operation ϕ if R ∈ Γ(ϕ) and we say that the same applies to
the CSP instance I if I ∈ CSP(ϕ).

2.3

Base Classes

As base classes for the backdoor set approach we use classes of CSP instances that are
defined via (possibly singular) sets of constraint languages. We will consider two basic
types of constraint languages, finite and infinite constraint languages. Whereas finite
constraint languages will always be represented explicitly, we will characterize infinite
constraint languages via polymorhisms and sets of infinite constraint languages via types of
polymorphisms.
The following are well-known types of operations.
An operation ϕ : D → D is constant if there is a d ∈ D such that for every d0 ∈ D, it
holds that ϕ(d0 ) = d;
An operation ϕ : Dn → D is idempotent if for every d ∈ D it holds that ϕ(d, . . . , d) = d;
An operation ϕ : Dn → D is conservative if for every d1 , . . . , dn ∈ D it holds that
ϕ(d1 , . . . , dn ) ∈ {d1 , . . . , dn };
An operation ϕ : D2 → D is a min/max operation if there is an ordering of the elements
of D such that for every d, d0 ∈ D, it holds that ϕ(d, d0 ) = ϕ(d0 , d) = min{d, d0 } or
ϕ(d, d0 ) = ϕ(d0 , d) = max{d, d0 }, respectively;
An operation ϕ : D3 → D is a majority operation if for every d, d0 ∈ D it holds that
ϕ(d, d, d0 ) = ϕ(d, d0 , d) = ϕ(d0 , d, d) = d;
An operation ϕ : D3 → D is an minority operation if for every d, d0 ∈ D it holds that
ϕ(d, d, d0 ) = ϕ(d, d0 , d) = ϕ(d0 , d, d) = d0 ;
An operation ϕ : D3 → D is a Mal’cev operation if for every d, d0 ∈ D it holds that
ϕ(d, d, d0 ) = ϕ(d0 , d, d) = d0 .
We denote by VAL, MINMAX, MAJ, AFF, and MAL the classes of CSP instances I,
which are closed under some constant, min/max, majority, minority, or Mal’cev operation,
respectively. These are some of the most well-known classes of tractable CSP instances and
are closely related to (generalizations of) the well-known Schaefer languages [52].
When applying the backdoor set approach to base classes defined via sets of infinite
constraint languages, it will become convenient to define more general types of operations
than the standard ones introduced above. Namely, we will define predicates of operations
(called tractable polymorphism predicates) allowing us to employ the backdoor set approach.
Let P(ϕ) be a predicate for the operation ϕ. We call P(ϕ) a tractable polymorphism
predicate if the following conditions hold.
N1. There is a constant c(P) such that for all finite domains D, all operations ϕ over D for
which P holds are of arity at most c(P).
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N2. Given a operation ϕ and a domain D, one can check in polynomial time whether P(ϕ)
holds on all of the at most |D|c(P) tuples over D,
N3. Every operation for which P holds is tractable.
For a tractable polymorphism predicate P we define ∆(P) to be the set of all constraint
languages that are closed under some operation for which P holds. Note that the classes VAL,
MINMAX, MAJ, AFF, and MAL as well as combination of these classes can easily be defined
via tractable polymorphism predicates. Moreover also much more general types of operations
such as semilattice operations (sometimes called ACI operation) [34] (a generalization of
min/max), k-ary near unanimity operations [35, 19] (a generalization of majority), k-ary
edge operations [33] (a generalization of Mal’cev), and the two operations of arities three and
four [40] that capture the bounded width property [1] (a generalization of semilattice and
near unanimity operations) can be defined via tractable polymorphism predicates. Finally,
we would like to note here that the property of belonging to a tractable algebraic variety [5]
is an example of a tractable polymorphism predicate.

2.4

Parameterized Complexity

A parameterized problem Π is a problem whose instances are tuples (I, k), where k ∈ N is
called the parameter. We say that a parameterized problem is fixed parameter tractable
(FPT in short) if it can be solved by an algorithm which runs in time f (k) · |I|O(1) for some
computable function f ; algorithms with a running time of this form are called FPT algorithms.
FPT also denotes the class of all fixed-parameter tractable decision problems. The notions
of W[i]-hardness (for i ∈ N) are frequently used to show that a parameterized problem is
not likely to be FPT. The W[i] classes and FPT are closed under parameterized reductions,
which are FPT algorithms reducing any instance (I, k) of a parameterized problem Π to
an instance (I 0 , k 0 ) of a parameterized problem Π0 such that (I, k) is a yes-instance for Π
if and only if (I 0 , k 0 ) is a yes-instance for Π0 , and k 0 is upper bounded by a function of
k. An FPT algorithm for a W[i]-hard problem would imply that the Exponential Time
Hypothesis fails [9]. We refer the reader to other sources [14, 23] for an in-depth introduction
to parameterized complexity.
We also consider parameterized problems with multiple parameters k1 , . . . , k` or parameterized by a set T = {k1 , . . . , k` } of natural numbers, whose instances are tuples (I, T ),
where ki ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ `, are the parameters. Such parameterized problems are equivalent to
parameterized problems with a single parameter k1 + · · · + k` .

2.5

Backdoors

Let I be an instance of CSP over D and let H be a class of CSP instances. A set B of
variables of I is called a strong backdoor set into H (or shortly strong H-backdoor set) if for
every assignment α : B → D it holds that I|α ∈ H. Notice that if we are given a strong
backdoor set B of size k into a class H of CSP instances that can be solved in polynomial
time, then it is possible to solve the entire instance in time |D|k · |I|O(1) . In general for a
class H of CSP instances the application of the backdoor set approach usually requires the
solution to the following two subproblems.
Strong H-Backdoor Set Detection
Input: A CSP instance I over the same domain as H and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Find a strong H-backdoor set for I of cardinality at most k, or determine
that no such strong backdoor set exists.
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Strong H-Backdoor Set Evaluation
Input: A CSP instance I over the same domain as H and a strong H-backdoor set for I.
Question: Determine whether I is satisfiable.
We will consider the parameterized complexity of the above problems depending on various
base classes H defined via restrictions on the allowed constraint languages as well as the
following parameters:
arity denoting the maximum arity of the given CSP instance,
dom denoting the maximum domain of the given CSP instance, and
bd-size denoting the bound on the backdoor set size given as an input to the Strong
H-Backdoor Set Detection problem or the size of the backdoor set given as an input
to the Strong H-Backdoor Set Evaluation problem, respectively.
bd-sizeH denoting the smallest size of a strong H-backdoor set for the provided CSP
instance.
As it turns out for all the results surveyed here, the complexity of the above problems solely depends on the following two properties of the base class H. For a set
T ⊆ {arity, dom, bd-size}, we say that a class of CSP instances H is:
T -tractable if there is an FPT-algorithm parameterized by T that solves every CSP
instance in H.
T -detectable if there is an FPT algorithm parameterized by T , denoted by AH , that, given
a CSP instance I and a set B ⊆ var(I), determines whether B is a strong H-backdoor set
of I, and if not, outputs a set Q ⊆ var(I) \ B whose size can be bounded by a function of
T , such that every strong H-backdoor set of I containing B contains at least one variable
in Q.
I Theorem 1. Strong H-Backdoor Set Evaluation is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by T ∪ {dom, bd-size} for every T -tractable class H of CSP instances.
Proof. We solve such an instance I ∈ H by going over all of the at most dombd-size assignments
of the variables in the given backdoor set and checking for each of those whether the reduced
instance is satisfiable by using the algorithm implied because H is T -tractable.
J
I Theorem 2. Strong H-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by T ∪ {bd-size} for every T -detectable class H of CSP instances.
Proof. We will employ a branching algorithm that employs AH as a subroutine. The main
ingredient of the algorithm is a recursive function, which is called with a set B of at most k
variables representing a partial backdoor set. The algorithm simply returns the value of the
recursive function called with the empty set of variables and the recursive function consists
of the following steps.
1. The function executes the algorithm AH on I and B.
2. If Step 1 concludes that B is a strong H-backdoor set, then the function returns Yes,
3. otherwise, let Q be the set of variables returned by the algorithm AH in Step (1). Then,
if |B| = k, the function returns No,
otherwise the function branches on all variables in Q, i.e., for every variable q ∈ Q,
the function calls itself on the set B ∪ {q}. If any of these calls returns Yes, then the
function returns Yes, otherwise it returns No.
This concludes the description of the algorithm. Its correctness follows from the properties of
algorithm AH . Because of the properties of the algorithm AH the number of times that the
recursive function calls itself recursively is bounded by a function of T . Moreover since the
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recursive function does not call itself when |B| = k, the depth of the recursion is at most k.
It follows that the total number of calls to the recursive function is bounded by a function of
T ∪ {k}. Finally, the time required for each call of the recursive function is dominated by the
time required by AH . This shows that SBD(H) is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized
by T ∪ {bd-size}.
J

3

Basic Results

In this section we consider the backdoor set approach for classes H of CSP instances defined
by a single constraint language Γ. It is easy to see that any such class H is ∅-tractable if
and only if the defining constraint language Γ is globally tractable. Hence we obtain from
Theorem 1 that if Γ is globally tractable, then Strong H-Backdoor Set Evaluation
is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by {dom, bd-size}. We will now show that if
Γ is additionally efficiently recognizable, then Strong H-Backdoor Set Detection is
fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by {arity, bd-size}. Because of Theorem 2 it is
sufficient to show that H is {arity}-detectable.
I Lemma 3. CSP(Γ) is {arity}-detectable for every efficiently recognizable constraint
language Γ.
Proof. Let H = CSP(Γ). It is sufficient to give the algorithm AH . Let I be the given CSP
instance, B be the given set of variables of I, let m and t be the number of constraints and the
maximum number of tuples in any constraint of I, respectively. Observe that B is a strong
H-backdoor set if and only if for every constraint C = (S, R) of I it holds that C|α ∈ H
for every assignment α of the variables in B ∩ S. By ordering the tuples in R according
to the assignments of the variables in B ∩ S, this can be checked in time O(t log t) times
the time required to determine whether I ∈ H. Hence executing this for every constraint
requires O(m · t log t · |I|O(1) ) time. If C|α ∈ H for every constraint C = (S, R) and every
such assignment of the variables in B ∩ S, then the algorithm returns Yes. Otherwise there is
a constraint C = (S, R) and an assignment α of the variables in B ∩ S such that C|α ∈
/ H. In
this case B is not a strong H-backdoor set and the algorithm returns the set S \ B, which we
claim satisfies the properties of the set Q given in the statement of the algorithm. Towards
showing this, assume for a contradiction that this is not the case, i.e., there is a strong
H-backdoor set B 0 with B ⊆ B 0 that does not contain a variable in S \ B. Note that because
B ⊆ B 0 and B 0 does not contain any variable in S \ B, it holds that B 0 ∩ S = B ∩ S. Hence
the assignment α as given above contradicts our assumption that B 0 is a strong H-backdoor
set, because C|α ∈
/ H.
J
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma and Theorem 2 we obtain the following.
I Theorem 4. Strong CSP(Γ)-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter tractable
parameterized by {arity, bd-size} for every efficiently recognizable constraint language Γ.
This leads to our main result for base classes H defined via single constraint languages.
I Corollary 5. CSP is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by {arity, dom, bd-sizeH }
for every efficiently recognizable and globally tractable constraint language Γ.
If the constraint language Γ is finite, then the above result can even be improved to
fixed-parameter tractability with respect to the single parameter backdoor set size. This is
because any finite constraint language has bounded domain and bounded arity, i.e., bounded
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by some fixed constants say D and R, respectively. Hence any input CSP instance with
domain larger than D or with arity at least R + k (where k is the size of the backdoor set)
can immediately be identified as a No-instance and thus the above algorithm only needs to
be applied to CSP instances of domain at most D and arity at most R + k. Since all finite
constraint languages are efficiently recognizable, we obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 6. CSP is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by bd-sizeCSP(Γ) for every
globally tractable finite constraint language Γ.
In the following we show that when considering infinite constraint languages (in particular
constraint languages defined via polymorphisms), then it is not possible to drop the arity
parameter. In particular, we will show that Strong CSP(ϕ)-Backdoor Set Detection
is not fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the size of the backdoor set alone for any
tractable idempotent operation ϕ.
I Theorem 7. Strong CSP(ϕ)-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter intractable
(W[2]-hard) parameterized by bd-size for every tractable idempotent operation ϕ, even for
CSP instances over the Boolean domain.
Proof. We start by introducing what we call “Boolean barriers” of operations since they
form the basis of the proof. Let ϕ : Dn → D be an n-ary operation over D. We say a set λ
of r(λ)-ary tuples over {0, 1} is a Boolean barrier for ϕ if there is a sequence ht1 , . . . , tn i of
(not necessarily distinct) tuples in λ such that ϕ(t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈
/ λ. We call a Boolean barrier λ
of ϕ minimal if |λ| is minimal over all Boolean barriers of ϕ. For an operation ϕ, we denote
by λ(ϕ) a minimal Boolean barrier of ϕ. For our reduction below, we will employ the fact
that every tractable operation ϕ has a non-empty Boolean barrier of finite size. The reason
that a Boolean barrier must exist is simply because if ϕ would not have a Boolean barrier
then every Boolean CSP instance would be closed under ϕ and thus tractable, which unless
P = NP is not possible. To see that λ(ϕ) is finite first note that |λ(ϕ)| is at most as large as
the arity rϕ of ϕ. Moreover, r(λ) ≤ 2rϕ because there are at most 2rϕ distinct rϕ -ary tuples
over {0, 1}. Hence the size of λ(ϕ) is at most rϕ · 2rϕ .
We are now ready to show the theorem via a parameterized reduction from the well-known
W[2]-hard Hitting Set problem [13]. Let hU, F, ki be an instance of Hitting Set, where U
is a set (often refered to as the universe), F is a familly of subsets of U and k is a non-negative
integer. Note that the Hitting Set problem asks whether there is a subsets H ⊆ U of the
universe U with cardinality and most k such that H ∩ F 6= ∅ for every F ∈ F. We construct
a CSP instance I such that (U, F) has a hitting set of size at most k if and only if I has a
strong CSP(ϕ)-backdoor set of size at most k.
In the following let λ(ϕ) = {t1 , . . . , tn } and r denote the arity of the tuples in λ(ϕ).
The variables of I are { xu : u ∈ U } ∪ { o1 (F ), . . . , or (F ) : F ∈ F }. Furthermore,
for every F ∈ F with F = {u1 , . . . , u|F | }, C contains a constraint R(F ) with scope
ho1 (F ), . . . , or (F ), xu1 , . . . , xu|F | i whose relation contains the row
ti [1], . . . , ti [r], hi mod 2, . . . , i mod 2i
|
{z
}
|F | times

for every i in 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This completes the construction of I. Suppose that F has a hitting
set B of size at most k. We claim that Bu = { xu : u ∈ B } is a strong CSP(ϕ)-backdoor set
of I. Let α be an assignment of the variables in B. We claim that I|α is closed under ϕ and
hence Bu is a strong CSP(ϕ)-backdoor set of I. Note that because ϕ is idempotent every
relation containing only a single tuple is closed under ϕ, it holds that |λ(ϕ)| > 1. Because B
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is a hitting set of H, it follows that every relation of I|α contains at least one tuple less than
the corresponding relation in I. Hence any relation of I|α contains less tuples than |λ(ϕ)|,
which is the minimal size of any boolean barrier for ϕ, which implies that I|α is closed under
ϕ, as required.
For the reverse direction, suppose that I has a strong CSP(ϕ)-backdoor set B of size
at most k. Because no constraint of I is closed under ϕ, we obtain that B has to contain
at least one variable from every constraint of I. Since the only variables that are shared
between R(F ) and R(F 0 ) for distinct F, F 0 ∈ F are the variables in { xu : u ∈ U }, it follows
that B is a hitting set of size at most k for F, as required.
J

4

Heterogeneous Base Classes

In the previous section, we considered so-called homogeneous base classes defined via a single
globally tractable constraint language. In this section we introduce a more general form of
base classes (called heterogeneous base classes) that are defined via a set of globally tractable
constraint languages. In particular, given a set of globally tractable constraint languages ∆,
S
let CSP(∆) be the class of all CSP instances in Γ∈∆ CSP(Γ). The size of a backdoor set
into a heterogeneous base class can be much smaller than the minimum size of a backdoor
set into any of its homogeneous base classes. Therefore, backdoor sets into heterogeneous
base classes are considerably more powerful but also more complicated to handle. Even the
evaluation of backdoor sets into heterogeneous base classes needs to be handled carefully.
Namely, because the given set ∆ can be infinite the class CSP(∆) of CSP instances is not a
priory ∅-tractable even if the considered constraint languages are globally tractable.
We start by showing that backdoor sets into heterogeneous base classes can be arbitrarily
smaller than backdoor sets into their homogeneous counterparts. For the construction of the
example let ϕmin be the min-type operation and let ϕmaj be the majority-type operation
both defined on the ordered domain (0, 1).
I Proposition 8. For every natural number n, there is a CSP instance In such that In has
a strong CSP({ϕmin , ϕmaj })-backdoor set of size one but every strong CSP({ϕmin })-backdoor
set and every strong CSP({ϕmaj })-backdoor set of In has size at least n.
Proof. Let MAJ[a, b, c, d] be the constraint with scope (a, b, c, d) and whose relation contains
all possible tuples that set d to 0 except for the tuple (1, 1, 1, 0). Then MAJ[a, b, c, d] is
not closed under ϕmaj but happens to be closed under ϕmin . Similarly, let MIN[a, b, c]
be the constraint with scope (a, b, c) and whose relation contains the tuples (0, 1, 1) and
(1, 0, 1). Then MIN[a, b, c] is not closed under ϕmin but happens to be closed under ϕmaj .
We claim that the CSP instance In with variables {y1 , . . . , y3n } ∪ {z1 , . . . , z2n } ∪ {x} and
constraints MAJi = MAJ[y3i+1 , y3i+2 , y3i+3 , x] and MINi = MIN[z2i+1 , z2i+2 , x] for every i
with 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, satisfies the claim of the proposition. Towards showing this first note
that {x} is a strong CSP({ϕmin , ϕmaj })-backdoor set of In of size 1. This is because for
the assignment α with α(x) = 0, it holds that In |α ∈ CSP(ϕmin ) and for the assignment α
with α(x) = 1, it holds that In |α ∈ CSP(ϕmaj ). Moreover it is straightforward to verify that
every strong CSP(ϕmin )-backdoor set of In has to contain at least one variable from every
constraint MINi that is not x and similarly every strong CSP(ϕmaj )-backdoor set of In has
to contain at least one variable from every constraint MAJi that is not x. Hence the size
of every strong CSP(ϕmin )-backdoor set as well as any strong CSP(ϕmaj )-backdoor set is at
least n.
J
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The following auxiliary lemma provides a useful property for detecting backdoor sets into
heterogeneous base classes.
I Lemma 9. Let ∆ be a set of constraint languages, I a CSP instance, and B a set of
variables of I. If there is an assignment α of the variables in B such that I|α ∈
/ CSP(∆),
0
0
then any strong CSP(∆)-backdoor set B with B ⊆ B contains at least one variable from
S
the set Q = ( Γ∈∆ var(C Γ )) \ B, where for any Γ ∈ ∆, C Γ is a constraint of I|α such that
CΓ ∈
/ CSP(Γ).
Proof. Let H = CSP(∆). Assume for a contradiction that this is not the case, i.e., there is
a strong H-backdoor set B 0 for I with B ⊆ B 0 and B 0 does not contain any variable from Q.
Because B is not a strong H-backdoor set there is an assignment α such that I|α ∈
/ H. Let
α0 be any assignment of the variables in B 0 that agrees with α on the variables in B. Because
B 0 is a strong H-backdoor set, it follows that there is a constraint language Γ ∈ ∆ such
that I|α0 ∈ CSP(Γ). We claim that B 0 contains at least one variable from every constraint
C ∈ I|α with C ∈
/ CSP(Γ). For if not, then let C be such a constraint with an empty
intersection with B 0 . It follows that C ∈ I|α0 but because C ∈
/ CSP(Γ) this contradicts our
assumption that I|α0 ∈ CSP(Γ).
J
In the following we will give our first example of a heterogeneous base class, which can
be employed for the backdoor set approach. Namely, we will show this for any finite set
∆ of finite globally tractable constraint languages. We start by showing that CSP(∆) is
∅-tractable, which, because of Theorem 1, implies that Strong CSP(∆)-Backdoor Set
Evaluation is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by bd-size (because the domain is
finite).
I Proposition 10. CSP(∆) is ∅-tractable for every finite set ∆ of finite and globally tractable
constraint languages.
Proof. Let H = CSP(∆). We can solve a CSP instance I ∈ H by going over all constraint
languages Γ ∈ ∆, checking whether I is in CSP(Γ) and if so solving I in polynomial time.
This can be achieved in polynomial time because there are only finitely many constraint
languages in ∆ and each of them can be recognized in polynomial time (because it is
finite).
J
The next lemma shows that for any such set ∆, CSP(∆) is also {bd-size}-detectable.
I Lemma 11. CSP(∆) is {bd-size}-detectable for every finite set ∆ of finite constraint
languages.
Proof. It is sufficient to give the algorithm ACSP(∆) . Let I be a CSP instance and let B
be the given set of variables of I. Because ∆ contains only finitely many finite constraint
languages, it holds that the maximum domain value D as well as the maximum arity R of any
of its languages is also finite. Hence w.l.o.g. we can assume that the maximum domain value
of I is at most D and similarly the maximum arity of I is at most R + k, since otherwise
we can simply return No. To determine whether B is a strong CSP(∆)-backdoor set, we
test for every assignment α of the variables in B whether I|α ∈ CSP(Γ) for some constraint
language Γ ∈ ∆. Because there are at most D|B| assignments of the variables in B, there
are finitely many constraint languages in ∆, and verifying whether I|α ∈ CSP(Γ) for some
finite constraint language can be done in polynomial time, the total time required by this
step of the algorithm is O(D|B| |I|O(1) ). If the above test holds for every assignment of the
variables in B, then the algorithm returns Yes. Otherwise there is an assignment α of the
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variables in B such that I|α ∈
/ CSP(∆). Hence we obtain from Lemma 9 that any strong
CSP(∆)-backdoor set B 0 with B ⊆ B 0 contains at least one variable from the set Q as given
in the statement of Lemma 9. Because the size of this set Q is at most |∆|(R + k) ∈ O(k)
and the set Q can be computed within the running time of the first step of the algorithm,
the lemma follows.
J
As an immediate consequence of the above lemma and Theorem 2, we obtain the following.
I Theorem 12. Strong CSP(∆)-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter tractable
parameterized by bd-size for every finite set ∆ of finite constraint languages.
The above discussion leads directly to our main result for heterogeneous base classes defined
via finite constraint languages.
I Corollary 13. CSP is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by bd-sizeCSP (∆) for every
finite set ∆ of globally tractable finite constraint languages.
This concludes our discussion for heterogeneous base classes defined via finite constraint
languages. In the following we will consider sets of infinite constraint languages defined
via a tractable polymorphism predicate P. Namely, let H = CSP(∆(P)) for a tractable
polymorphism predicate P. We will show that CSP is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized
by arity, dom, and the size of a smallest strong H-backdoor set. We will also show that none
of these three parameters can be dropped without sacrificing fixed-parameter tractability.
Crucial to this result is the fact that even though a tractable polymorphism predicate holds
for a potentially infinite set of operations, the number of operations is bounded for a fixed
domain.
I Lemma 14. Let P be a tractable polymorphism predicate and D be a finite set. Then
c(P)
there are at most dd
operations on D that satisfy P, and computing all these operations
is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by |D|.
c(P)

c(P)-ary operations on D and because
Proof. This follows because there are at most dd
of Property N2 for each of those one can test in polynomial time whether it satisfies P. J
We show next that Strong H-Backdoor Set Evaluation is fixed-parameter tractable
parameterized by {dom, bd-size}. Because of Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that H is
{dom}-tractable.
I Lemma 15. CSP(∆(P)) is {dom}-tractable for every tractable polymorphism predicate P.
Proof. We first compute the set P of all operations on the domain D of I using Lemma 14.
We then check for every such operation ϕ ∈ P whether I is closed under ϕ in time O(m·tc(P) ),
where m is the number of constraints of I and t is the maximum number of tuples occurring
in any constraint of I. If it is we use the fact that ϕ is tractable to solve I in polynomial
time.
J
We now turn to the detection of backdoor sets into H.
I Lemma 16. CSP(∆(P)) is {arity, dom, bd-size}-detectable for every tractable polymorphism predicate P.
Proof. Let H = CSP(∆(P)). It is sufficient to give the algorithm AH . Let I be the given
CSP instance over D and let B be the given set of variables of I.
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We first compute the set P of all operations on D for which P holds by employing
Lemma 14. Observe that a set B of variables of I is a strong H-backdoor set if and only if it
S
is a strong CSP(P )-backdoor set, where CSP(P ) = ϕ∈P CSP(ϕ).
To determine whether B is a strong CSP(P )-backdoor set, we test for every assignment α
of the variables in B whether I|α ∈ CSP(P ). Because there are at most dombd-size assignments
c(P)
of the variables in B, at most domdom
operations in P , and verifying whether I|α ∈ CSP(ϕ)
for any ϕ ∈ P can be achieved in polynomial time, the total time required by this step of the
c(P)
algorithm is at most O(dombd-size domdom
|I|O(1) ). If the above holds for every assignment
of the variables in B, then the algorithm returns Yes. Otherwise there is an assignment α
such that I|α ∈
/ CSP(P ). Hence we obtain from Lemma 9 that any strong H-backdoor set
B 0 with B ⊆ B 0 contains at least one variable from the set Q given in the statement of the
c(P)
lemma. Because the size of this set Q is at most |P | · arity ≤ domdom
· arity and the set
Q can be computed within the running time of the first step of the algorithm, the lemma
follows.
J
The following theorem follows immediately from the above lemma and Theorem 2.
I Theorem 17. Strong CSP(∆(P))-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter
tractable parameterized by {arity, dom, bd-size} for every tractable polymorphism predicate P.
The above results naturally lead to our main result of this section.
I Corollary 18. CSP is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by {arity, dom,
bd-sizeCSP(∆(P)) } for every tractable polymorphism predicate P.
It turns out that we cannot avoid to parameterize by both the maximum domain value
and the arity in the above theorem. We have already seen in Theorem 7 that even if we
consider just a single idempotent tractable operation ϕ, then Strong CSP(ϕ)-Backdoor
Set Detection is fixed-parameter intractable parameterized by {bd-size, dom} (even for
boolean domain). Because it is easy to define a tractable polymorphism predicate that only
holds for a single idempotent operation, this result generalizes to tractable polymorphism
predicates. Hence it only remains to consider the case where we parameterize only by the
maximum arity and backdoor set size. The proof of the following theorem can be found
in [28, Theorem 12]. Note that since the reduction employed in the hardness result does
strongly depend on the considered tractable polymorphism predicate it is difficult to obtain
a general result as in Theorem 7, but it can be stated to include some of the arguably most
prominent types of operations.
I Theorem 19. Strong H-Backdoor Set Detection is fixed-parameter intractable
(W[2]-hard) parameterized by {arity, bd-size} for every H ∈ {MINMAX, MAJ, AFF,
MAL}, even for CSP instances with arity 2.

5

Scattered Base Classes

Thus far we have considered a setting in which the reduced CSP instance for each assignment
of the backdoor set variables belonged entirely to a single tractable constraint language. To
ensure that the reduced CSP instance is tractable, which is sufficient for an application of
the backdoor set approach, there is however a natural and more general possibility: Instead
of belonging entirely to a single tractable constraint language, the CSP instance could consist
of a disjoint union of (pairwise variable disjoint) CSP instances, each belonging to some
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tractable constraint language. This type of tractable base class is particularly interesting in
combination with the backdoor set approach, since now the variables of the backdoor set can
be naturally employed to separate the CSP instance into parts only interacting with each
other through the variables in the backdoor set.
More specifically, a CSP instance I is connected if either it consists of at most one
constraint, or for each partition of I into nonempty sets I1 and I2 , there exists at least
one constraint c1 ∈ I1 and one constraint c2 ∈ I2 that share at least one variable. A
connected component of I is a maximal connected subinstance I 0 of I. These notions
naturally correspond to the connectedness and connected components of standard graph
representations of CSP instances.
Now, given a set ∆ of constraint languages, we define the scattered class ⊕(∆) of CSP
instances I where each connected component I 0 of I belongs to CSP(Γ) for some Γ ∈ ∆.
We start by showing that backdoor sets into scattered base classes can be arbitrarily
smaller than backdoor sets into their heterogeneous counterparts. For the construction of
the example let ϕmin be the min-type operation and let ϕmaj be the majority-type operation
both defined on the ordered domain {0, 1}.
I Proposition 20. For every natural number n, there is a CSP instance In such that In has a
strong ⊕(∆({ϕmin , ϕmaj })))-backdoor set of size zero but every strong CSP({ϕmin , ϕmaj })-backdoor set of In has size at least n.
Proof. Let MAJ[a, b, c] be the constraint with scope (a, b, c) and whose relation contains
all possible tuples except for the tuple (1, 1, 1). Then MAJ[a, b, c] is not closed under
ϕmaj but it is closed under ϕmin . Similarly, let MIN[a, b] be the constraint with scope
(a, b) and whose relation contains the tuples (0, 1) and (1, 0). Then MIN[a, b] is not closed
under ϕmin but it is closed under ϕmaj . We claim that the CSP instance In with variables
{y1 , . . . , y3n } ∪ {z1 , . . . , z2n } and constraints MAJi = MAJ[y3i+1 , y3i+2 , y3i+3 ] and MINi =
MIN[z2i+1 , z2i+2 ] for every i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, satisfies the claim of the proposition.
Towards showing this first note that the empty set is a strong ⊕(∆(({ϕmin , ϕmaj }))-backdoor
set of In of size 0. This is because In is the disjoint union of variable disjoint constraints,
which are either closed under ϕmin or under ϕmaj . However it is straightforward to verify
that every strong CSP({ϕmin , ϕmaj })-backdoor set of In has to either contain at least one
variable from every constraint MINi or at least one variable from every constraint MAJi .
Hence the size of any strong CSP({ϕmin , ϕmaj })-backdoor set is at least n.
J
Below we will present an algorithm that detects scattered base classes. For this algorithm
it is convenient to deal only with constraint languages that are closed under assignments
(as we will define next). This has the advantage that there is no danger that a partially
constructed backdoor set becomes invalidated by adding another variable to the backdoor
set. In fact, in the orginal paper which introduced backdoor sets [55], this property is even
part of the definition. We will also assume that the considered constraint languages contain
a redundant constraint which can be used within the algorithm to artificially connect parts
of the instance.
A constraint language Γ is closed under assignments if for every C = (S, R) such that
R ∈ Γ and every assignment α, it holds that R0 ∈ Γ where C|α = (S 0 , R0 ). The lemma
below shows that languages closed under assignments are closely related to semi-conservative
languages. For a constraint language Γ over a domain D we denote by Γ∗ the smallest
constraint language over D that contains Γ ∪ {D2 } and is closed under assignments; notice
that Γ∗ is uniquely determined by Γ. For a set ∆ of constraint languages we denote by ∆∗
the set { Γ∗ : Γ ∈ ∆ }
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I Lemma 21. If ∆ is a set of globally tractable semi-conservative constraint languages, then
⊕(∆∗ ) is also globally tractable.
Proof. Evidently, if a semi-conservative language Γ is globally tractable, then so is Γ∗ : first,
all constraints of the form (S, D2 |α ) can be detected in polynomial time and removed from
the instance without changing the solution, and then each constraint C 0 = (S 0 , R0 ) with
R0 ∈ Γ∗ \ Γ can be expressed in terms of the conjunction of a constraint C = (S, R) with
R ∈ Γ and unary constraints over variables in var(C) \ var(C 0 ). Now, if each Γ∗ ∈ ∆∗ is
globally tractable, also ⊕(∆∗ ) is globally tractable, as we can solve connected components
independently.
J
The main technical result for scattered base classes is the next lemma.
I Theorem 22. Let ∆ be a finite set of finite constraint languages. Then there is an
FPT-algorithm that, given a CSP instance I and a parameter k, either finds a strong
CSP(⊕(∆∗ ))-backdoor set of size at most k or correctly decides that none exists.
We sketch the main ingredients of the algorithm and refer for the ArXiv version of the
original paper [26] for details.
The algorithm uses the technique of iterative compression [50] to transform the problem
into a structured subproblem. In this technique, the idea is to start with a sub-instance
and a trivial solution for this sub-instance and iteratively expand the sub-instances while
compressing the solutions till we solve the problem on the original instance. Specifically, for
backdoor detection we are given additional information about the desired solution in the
input: we receive an ‘old’ strong backdoor set which is slightly bigger than our target size,
along with information about how this old backdoor set interacts with our target solution.
Further more, the algorithm considers only solutions for instances of the iterative compression problem which have a certain inseparability property and uses an FPT algorithm
to test for the presence of such solutions. To be more precise, the algorithm only looks for
solutions which leave the omitted part of the old strong backdoor set in a single connected
component. Interestingly, even this base case requires the extension of state of the art
separator techniques to a CSP setting.
Finally, the general instances of the iterative compression problem are handled using a
new pattern replacement technique, which is somehow similar to the protrusion replacement
technique [3] but allows the preservation of a much larger set of structural properties (such
as containment of disconnected forbidden structures and connectivity across the boundary).
This pattern replacement procedure is interleaved with the technique of important separator
sequences [44] as well as the above algorithm for inseparable instances.
I Corollary 23. Let ∆ be a finite set of globally tractable semi-conservative finite constraint
languages. Then CSP(⊕(∆)) is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the backdoor set
size.
Proof. Let I be the given CSP instance over domain D and k a parameter such that I has
a strong CSP(⊕(∆))-backdoor set of size ≤ k. Since CSP(⊕(∆)) ⊆ CSP(⊕(∆∗ )), I has also
a strong CSP(⊕(∆∗ ))-backdoor set of size ≤ k, and we compute this backdoor set using
Theorem 22. Because of Lemma 21, CSP(⊕(∆∗ )) is globally tractable. Hence we can use
the backdoor set by solving all the instances that arise by instantiating the backdoor set
variables. As the considered languages are finite, they are over a finite domain D, and so the
number of tractable instances to consider is at most |D|k .
J
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It might be possible to generalize Corollary 23 to sets of constraint languages characterized
by tractable polymorphism predicates. Since the algorithm is already quite complicated for
the finite case, this has not yet been checked in detail.

5.1

Extension to Valued CSP

Valued CSP (or VCSP for short) is a powerful framework that entails among others the
problems CSP and Max-CSP as special cases [56]. A VCSP instance consists of a finite set
of cost functions over a finite set of variables which range over a domain D, and the task is
to find an instantiation of these variables that minimizes the sum of the cost functions. The
VCSP framework is robust and has been studied in different contexts in computer science.
In its full generality, VCSP considers cost functions that can take as values the rational
numbers and positive infinity. CSP (feasibility) and Max-CSP (optimization) arise as special
cases by limiting the values of cost functions to {0, ∞} and {0, 1}, respectively. Clearly
VCSP is in general intractable. Over the last decades much research has been devoted
into the identification of tractable VCSP subproblems. An important line of this research
(see, e.g., [36, 39, 54]) is the characterization of tractable VCSPs in terms of restrictions on
the underlying valued constraint language Γ, i.e., a set Γ of cost functions that guarantees
polynomial-time solvability of all VCSP instances that use only cost functions from Γ. The
VCSP restricted to instances with cost functions from Γ is denoted by VCSP[Γ].
The definitions of strong backdoor sets, scattered base classes, etc., generalize straightforwardly from the CSP setting to VCSP, and we omit the details. A valued constraint language
is conservative if it contains all unary cost functions [39].
Theorem 23 generalizes to VCSP in the following way:
I Theorem 24. Let ∆ be a finite set of globally tractable conservative valued constraint
languages of bounded domain size and bounded arity. Then VCSP(⊕(∆)) is fixed-parameter
tractable parameterized by the backdoor set size.
Here it is important to note that a valued constraint language of bounded domain and
arity can be infinite. Hence the technique used for establishing Theorem 23 does not directly
apply. However, it turns out that one can transform the backdoor set detection problem from
a general scattered class VCSP(⊕(∆)) to a scattered class VCSP(⊕(∆0 )) over a finite set ∆0
of finite valued constraint languages. The reduction does not preserve VCSP solutions, but
preserves backdoor sets. Once the backdoor set is found, one applies it to the original VCSP
instance.

6

Backdoors of Small Treewidth

In this section we outline a new concept that allows us to algorithmically exploit a backdoor
set even if it is large, as long as it induces a graph with a sufficiently simple structure.
More specifically, we associate with the backdoor set a certain torso graph and measure its
structure in terms of the widely used graph invariant treewidth. Minimizing this treewidth
over all strong backdoor sets X of a CSP instance I into CSP(Γ) (for a fixed constraint
language Γ) gives as a new “hybrid” parameter, the backdoor-treewidth.
Let I be a CSP instance and X a subset of its variables. We define the torso graph of
I with respect to X, denoted torsoI (X), as follows. The vertex set of torsoI (X) is X, and
the graph contains an edge {x, y} if x and y appear together in the scope of a constraint or
x and y are in the scopes of constraints that belong to the same connected component of
I − X (see Section 5). Here I − X denotes the CSP instance obtained from I by deleting
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the variables x ∈ X from all constraint scopes and deleting the corresponding entries from
the constraint relations.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A tree decomposition of G is a pair (T, X = {Xt }t∈V (T ) ) where
T is a tree and X is a collection of subsets of V such that: (i) for each edge {u, v} ∈ E there
exists a node t of T such that {u, v} ⊆ Xt , and (ii) for each v ∈ V , the set {t | v ∈ Xt } induces
in T a nonempty connected subtree. The width of (T, X ) is equal to max{|Xt |−1 | t ∈ V (T )}
and the treewidth of G, denoted tw(G), is the minimum width over all tree decompositions
of G.
Let I be a CSP instance and X a strong backdoor set of I into CSP(Γ). The width of X
is the treewidth of the torso graph torsoI (X), and the backdoor-treewidth of I with respect
to Γ is the smallest width over all strong backdoor sets X of I into CSP(Γ).
I Theorem 25. For each finite constraint language Γ, there is an FPT-algorithm that, given
a CSP instance I and a parameter k, either finds a strong CSP(Γ)-backdoor set of with at
most k or correctly decides that none exists.
The proof of the theorem makes use of a new notion of “boundaried CSP instances” defined
in the spirit of boundaried graphs, and uses a new replacement framework inspired by the
graph replacement tools dating back to the results of Fellows and Langston [20], combined
with the so-called recursive-understanding technique [31]
Once a backdoor set of small with is found, one can apply standard dynamic programming
techniques to solve CSP and #CSP.
I Corollary 26. For each finite (#-)tractable constraint language Γ, CSP (or #CSP, respectively) is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the backdoor treewidth with respect
to Γ.

7

Related Work

Related work on backdoor sets for CSP includes a paper by Bessière et at. [2] who consider
so-called partition backdoor sets which are less general than the backdoor sets we considered
in Section 4 (see [28, Section 7]); they also provide some initial empirical results which show
that this concept has practical potential. A further work on CSP backdoor sets is a paper
by Carbonnel et al. [7] who show W[2]-hardness for strong backdoor set detection when
parameterized by the size of the backdoor set, even for CSP-instances with only one constraint
(however with unbounded domain and unbounded arity). They also give a fixed-parameter
algorithm for strong backdoor set detection parameterized by the size of the backdoor set
and the maximum arity of any constraint, if the base class is “h-Helly” for a fixed integer
h and under the additional assumption that the domain is a finite subset of the natural
numbers, which comes with a fixed ordering (see also the recent survey by Carbonnel and
Cooper [8]).
As mentioned at the beginning of this survey, there is much work on backdoor sets in
the context of SAT, most of it is covered in the survey paper [29]. More recent additions
include the detection of strong backdoor sets with respect to the base class of CNF formulas
whose incidence graph is of bounded treewidth [24, 30]. We would like to note that in
SAT the application of a partial assignment to a CNF formula results in the deletion of all
satisfied clauses, which provides an additional power for strong backdoor sets, and provides
an additional challenge for their detection.
The parameterized complexity of finding and using backdoor sets has been studied for
several problems besides SAT and CSP, including the satisfiability of quantified Boolean
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formulas [51], disjunctive answer set programming [21, 22], abductive reasoning [49], abstract
argumentation [15], planning [41, 42], and linear temporal logic [46].
Finally, we would like to mention that in the area of graph algorithms the notion
of modulators [6] is closely related to the concept of backdoor sets. A modulator of a
graph G into a fixed graph class C is a set M of vertices of G such that deleting M
from G moves G into the class C. By considering modulators into graph classes C where
certain NP-hard graph problems can be solved in polynomial time, one can often lift the
tractability of the problem to fixed-parameter tractability for general graphs, parameterized
by the size of the modulator. Therefore the fixed-parameter tractability of the detection
of modulators (parameterized by modulator size) is of interest. Important results include
modulators to bipartite graphs [43, 50], to chordal graphs [45], and to forests [12]. Recently
alternative parameterizations of modulators that are more general than their size have been
explored [16, 17].

8

Conclusion

We presented parameterized complexity results on CSP backdoor sets into bases classes defined
via restrictions on the constraint languages. The presented results show that the notion of
CSP backdoor sets provides an interesting area of research, which on one side builds upon
and extends classical CSP-tractability results (in form of the considered base classes), and on
the other side uses advanced algorithmic methods from the area of parameterized complexity.
There are plenty of questions that are mostly unexplored, such as CSP backdoor sets into
base classes defined by structural properties, base classes defined by “hybrid” concepts like
forbidden patterns [10], or CSP backdoor sets for instances with global constraints. Another
promising direction of future research is to parameterize backdoor sets not by their size but
by structural properties of the backdoor set and how it interacts with the rest of the instance,
similar to the parameters that have been considered for modulators [16, 17]; we have outlined
first results into this direction in Section 6. We hope that this survey stimulates further
research on CSP backdoor sets.
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